Sold Out Alert: Living With Bob: A Salute To Robert A. Wilson
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Word just arrived that the February 21st “Living With Bob: A Salute To Robert A. Wilson” is sold out! Oh, you were planning to get your reservations in next week. Darn! But perhaps if you hurry-scurry, you can put your name on a waiting line. Keep your fingers crossed. Miracles do happen.

It might help to twist the arms of the trio chairing (Barbara Buzzell, Barbara Daseke and Laree Hulshoff) the Aging Mind Foundation fundraiser dinner with Wilson son, Owen, scheduled to be in attendance.

But just in case they can’t squeeze any more folks in, you can always write a nice check to help the effort to solve the problems of the aging mind.”

Laree Hulshoff, Barbara Buzzel and Barbara Daseke (File photo)

Like 3 people like this. Be the first of your friends.
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OMG you are marvelous!!